In order to propose road pricing policies to make efficient use of the metropolitan expressway network even during high transportation demand period, we reviewed pricing theory, made pricing alternatives, and evaluated them with economic models and user equilibrium traffic assignment models.

1. Backgrounds and Objects
   In the Tokyo Metropolitan Area, three ring expressways will be almost completed so that road pricing policies are expected to make efficient use of the whole expressway network. In this study, we propose Integrated Transportation Management System by Pricing Policies, based on economic analysis to evaluate pricing policy alternatives and model development to simulate traffic in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area.

2. Activities in Research Period
   **[Study of Road Pricing Policy]**
   - Reviewing pricing theory and implementation process
   - Analyzing distance-based pricing system on Shutoko from the viewpoint of social surplus
   - Evaluating congestion charge on Shutoko during Tokyo Olympic/Paralympic and the decreasing population era
   - Evaluating expressway toll based on vehicle weight in order to finance road maintenance and rehabilitation cost

   **[Study of ITS & TDM]**
   - To conduct analyses based on traffic engineering and transport planning approach in order to obtain basic information and knowledge on the design of future toll scheme after the completion of expressway development in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area.
   - To propose a scenario to implement strategic toll scheme for Olympic/Paralympic Games, suitable traffic management scheme including appropriate toll setting after the completion of the network.

3. Study Results
   **[Study of Road Pricing Policy]**
   - We suggested that partially distance-based toll system (introduced at the beginning of 2012) and another new toll system, one almost completely distance-based (introduced in April 2016), increased the social surplus.
   - We estimated social surplus assuming the traffic demand of current situation, and demand at the time of Tokyo Olympic/Paralympic and future de-population era. Then, we presented appropriate unit congestion pricing per distance is the same level as present unit ordinary toll per distance when Shutoko’s traffic demand is high.
   - We confirmed theoretical validity of expressway toll based on vehicle weight. Then, this study found that the introduction of an expressway toll based on vehicle weight reduces total maintenance costs in
the two sections by shifting traffic from the ring road in the city center to the outer ring road in the suburbs, which is highly resistant to damage.

[Study of ITS & TDM]

- An analysis of the effect of toll scheme changes on traffic flow in the expressway network using traffic assignment analytical framework
  - It is found out that total toll revenue of the network by three companies increases or keeps its level in the case distance-based toll system is introduced in the whole network, and in the case unit distance toll in the central Tokyo area is increased. Then, the effectiveness of higher toll in the congested area is confirmed.

- An analysis of route choice behavior in the expressway network using ETC-OD trip chain data
  - It is observed that the Ken-o expressway which is the most outer ring has already been used as an alternative route, and route is mostly chosen by travel time information rather than toll level in the case there is few difference on utility among alternative routes.

Summarizing the results above, future direction of strategic toll implementation is proposed.
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5. Study Development and Future Issues

- Determining zone-based and section-based basic toll derived by social surplus maximization concept
- Study on time-discriminating toll system toward Olympic/Paralympic Games
- Development of time-series traffic assignment model such as user equilibrium model and traffic simulation model
- Determining suitable pricing level by vehicle size for strategic network facility renovation plan
- Study on congestion pricing for transportation management assisting the strategic network facility renovation plan

6. Contribution to Road Policy Quality Improvement

- We confirmed an importance of real-time traffic information for route choice behavior through an analysis of route choice behavior in the expressway network using ETC-OD trip chain data. It suggests that congestion charge and, moreover, dynamic road pricing are effective in Tokyo Metropolitan Area.
- We presented not only an increase of producer surplus, but also that of consumer surplus, by internalizing congestion externality. It suggests the possibility which the social acceptability of congestion charge can be enhanced. In addition to it, we provided some implications about road pricing policy through the evaluation of congestion charge at the time of Tokyo Olympics/Paralympics in 2020 and that of future decreasing population era.
- We analyzed an induction effect from Shutoko to Ken-o expressway by introducing an expressway toll based on vehicle weight from the viewpoint of cost. Then, we indicate that it is appropriate to reduce LCC (Lifecycle Cost) by extending the life of road structures with pricing policies.
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